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 Mod description: "Somber" The effect has been inspired by Yandere Simulator's protagonist whose appearance has been
changed in the past. I hope you enjoy this mod! Description: The "Somber" mod's changes include: Changing the hair color and

style to a dark blonde. Changing the color of the eyes to dark grey. Changing the collar of the jumper to a grey jumper
(including the emblem). Changing the shirt collar to a grey shirt collar (including the emblem). In addition, the gloves are

removed and replaced with a black glove that is worn on the hand. The only item that is not changed is the backpack. The mod
is compatible with all previous Yandere Simulator mods. Disclaimer: I have no real influence over the way that this mod is

received, but I am very grateful for any feedback that you may have. By the way, I do not know who "Belle" is. I would be very
grateful if you would contact me so I can show my appreciation. Is this possible? Can someone make one? I don't know what to
do, and I would really love to make the OST, and put some fanfiction in it. If it's possible, I would really love to have a theme
for that. Can someone make one for me? Hi, I'm wanting to make a Yandere Simulator mod, but I don't know how to make a

theme. Can someone help me please? I'm willing to pay a small amount of money if I'm taught a way to do this. Thanks in
advance! In my opinion, the author of the first Yandere Simulator mod should be the one to create a theme for Yandere

Simulator, if any such thing is possible. Making an Yandere Simulator theme is pretty easy. For example, there are themes for
Undertale, which you can view on the Steam Workshop: Yes, i know the theme, but you could't use an undertale theme because

it's based on the main character who is a yandere. In the Yandere Simulator mod, the main character is not a Yandere, so you
can use an Undertale theme and put the story from Yandere Simulator into it (putting the game in the past). Also, if you look at

the screenshots of Under 82157476af
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